LED Construction
Temporary Light

This is our 2nd generation temporary light,
base on the 1st generation, it increase 150W
item, whole series in 60W/100W/150W, can
replace up to 600W HID/MHL lamps. Adding
newly connector can connect lamp by lamp
together as traditional string light. The
stainless steel guard protect the lamp for
better anticollision, especially in job sites.
Each lamp with a plug, 10 feets cable
attached, easy to carry and install. Temporary
light is widely used in construction sites for
temporary time. It’s portable design with
flexible hook for installation. The 2nd
generation is more cost-efficient!

60W /100W/150W

E493450

Product Features:
6000V surge protection, lamp can bear sudden high voltage.
Offer connector to make lamp connect in series like string lights, it can connect with 7PCS lamps in the meanwhile.
Stainless steel guard for impact protection.
Yellow or black driver box color, it can customized color as you need.
10 feet power wire with plug suitable to huge construction area.
Can work in outdoor damp or wet location.
50000 hours lifespan with 5 year warranty.
UL / CUL / DLC / CE / RoHS / LM79 / LM80 / IES file is available.

Watt

Lumen

Dimension(mm)

60W

7200LM±10%

100W

12000LM±10%R

Φ165*273mm
Φ165*288mm

150W

18000LM±10%

Φ165*323mm

Light Effect
Surge Voltage
Lifespan

120lm/w±10%
6000V
50000hrs

CCT

Voltage

3000K
4000K
5000K

AC100-300V,
50-60Hz

Test Standard
Safety Certification
Warranty Time

CRI

>80

PF Beam Angle IP Rating

>0.9

360°

IES/IP65/LM79/LM80
UL/cUL/DLC/ CE/RoHS
5 Years

IP65
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Dimension:
165
165

130

180

145

273

288

323

165

60W

100W

150W

Details:
360 degree beam angle

Isolated led driver with Rubycon
capacitor, long lifespan and good
heat dissipation.

No Fan Design

LM80 listed SMD2835, 120-130lm/W

6000V high voltage surge
protection.

6KV

Waterproof rubber plug between heat
sink and driver, waterproof, dustproof
and anti-mosquitoes.

E493450

Upgrade Features:
1.Hidden & built-in connector
Hidden & built-in connector design. Customer can choose to connect
several work lights in series or not. Suitable to damp location.

2.Handle design on the snap joint
Handle design on the snap joint improve customer experience,
more comfortable feeling during carrying.

E493450

3.Remote control system
Remote control system can be custom-made. User can control
the lamp on/off by controller at distance within 20 meters. One
controller suitable to every light.

Bracket installation:
3 types of bracket
Type A: Classical bracket

E493450

Type B: Pole bracket

Type C: Magnetic bracket

E493450

Replace:

REPLACE

Application:

60W

250W

100W

400W

150W

600W

